
Week 1: Laundering (I)

For discussion at the Shabbos meals. Answer key with brief explanations will be printed
next week. After Shabbos, go online and fill in the answers to be entered in a weekly raffle.

This week’s prize: Shabbos meal for 6 from Chai Peking!

These questions are based upon overview presented in our weekly podcast.

1. Excited that Kiddush is now back inside, the local dry-cleaners have sponsored extra watery cholent
served in tiny bowls, this week with extra gooey kishka in every bite! Since you had to tie your shoe on
the way in, you are 11 seconds too late and by the time you reach the doors of Heritage Hall, you see
people scraping the last remains from the bottom of the cholent pots. As you throw up your hands in
utter despair, you knock into someone's arm and the super watery cholent and uber-gooey kishka that
you so desired lands on your jacket – ironically just back from the cleaners! What can you do?

a. Get a spoon and dig in fast!
b. That’s gross. The answer is that as long as the cholent is still hot, you can certainly clean it off

with water and paper towels
c. You can soak up the cholent into a napkin, but the kishka has to come home with you.
d. You can only clean it in an unusual manner. Do a cartwheel.

2. For some strange reason, you chose option D. With a running start, you cartwheel across the room.
Watery cholent flies in all directions, which is good for you but not for innocent bystanders. “Stop the
spread”, someone calls out! Another alert Kiddush goer runs to report the incident to the security team
and in no time, you are surrounded by Shabbos-clothed officers trying to contain the spinning, cholent
spewing sensation you’ve become. Eventually they manage to jostle your spin just enough so you
come in for a crash landing into the drinks table. Now 40 little teeny cups of grape juice land on the
floor. What a mess. How can you help correct what you’ve done?

a. Get lots of paper towels from near the washing station and place them on top of the spill but
don’t press down.

b. Press down as much as needed. Squeezing grape juice is not a problem as it is not a cleansing
agent.

c. Nothing can be done because the carpet is now muktzeh. How convenient.
d. Use a spoon to clean up as much as you can and tell your family not to wait for you.

3. You want to do something different for your son’s Bar Mitzvah. Throwing candies is nice, but you want
him to know how proud you are. So instead of a bag of candies, you bake tons of his favorite dessert -
chocolate crinkle cookies with lots of confectioners sugar - and place them into bags for the celebration.
The moment arrives. He did a great job and the storm of delicious crinkle cookies rain down on him and



everyone else in sight! Ummmm. Oops. The poor boy, his brand new black suit, and lots of other people
are covered in sugar. Probably should have thought of that. What can be done now?

a. It’s really not a big deal. Since it’s just sugar powder, everyone can dust it off and enjoy (after
the rabbi makes Kiddush).

b. The bar mitzvah boy is stuck (and sticky) because his suit is new. But those nearby in older
clothing can dust them off.

c. Ask the usual Ba’al Koreh to start a special cartwheel dance.
d. While it is forbidden to brush off the sugar by hand, everyone can simply shake out their

clothing.

4. While most of the batch is well aimed, a few of the powdery cookies are underthrown and land on the
women’s side. Now, in addition to powdered clothing, we have lots of powdered hair and sheitlach.
What can they do?

a. The wigs can be washed gently, but not the hair.
b. I hear white hair is really popular these days. Offer them some more sugar!
c. Ask the friendly police officer outside for help with this hair-raising emergency.
d. Run. Fast.

5. The rain finally stopped and the weather is perfect. You decide to go for a walk in the woods on
Shabbos afternoon. As you come out of the woods, somebody greets you with,  “Nice shoes!” You look
down and notice that you actually cannot see any of your new leather shoes. They are totally covered
in mud. What can you do?

a. Nothing can be done. Shoes are a type of clothing and cannot be cleaned on Shabbos. I
actually saw another guy walking to shul without shoes this morning!

b. You can pour water on your shoes to wash off the mud.
c. Scrub them clean. If you can wash dishes, you can wash your shoes. What’s the difference?
d. Walk in some tall grass and hope the mud comes off.

Submit your answers at www.bethjacobatlanta.org/slp, or click the link on our home page.
Answers received by Monday at noon will be entered into the raffle drawing.

http://www.bethjacobatlanta.org/slp

